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Abstract
Meaningful and simplified representations of neural activity can yield insights into
how and what information is being processed within a neural circuit. However,
without labels, finding representations that reveal the link between the brain and
behavior can be challenging. Here, we introduce a novel unsupervised approach
for learning disentangled representations of neural activity called Swap-VAE. Our
approach combines a generative modeling framework with an instance-specific
alignment loss that tries to maximize the representational similarity between transformed views of the input (brain state). These transformed (or augmented) views
are created by dropping out neurons and jittering samples in time, which intuitively should lead the network to a representation that maintains both temporal
consistency and invariance to the specific neurons used to represent the neural
state. Through evaluations on both synthetic data and neural recordings from
hundreds of neurons in different primate brains, we show that it is possible to build
representations that disentangle neural datasets along relevant latent dimensions
linked to behavior.

1 Introduction
In the brain, the coordinated actions of groups of neurons are responsible for encoding sensory inputs
and movements, as well as all processing and manipulation in between (1; 2; 3; 4; 5). Understanding
what different populations of neurons are doing and how they encode their inputs is a primary goal of
neuroscience (6).
When successful, representations learned from populations of neurons can provide insights into
how neural circuits work to encode their inputs and drive decisions, and allow for robust and stable
decoding of these correlates. Over the last decade, a number of unsupervised learning approaches
have been introduced to build representations of neural population activity agnostic to specific labels
or downstream decoding tasks (7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14). Such methods have provided exciting
new insights into the stability of neural responses (15), individual differences (11), and remapping of
neural responses through learning (16). Moving forward, it seems that new insights into the brain
will come with powerful and general new ways of extracting representations of neural datasets, which
decompose neural datasets along relevant latent dimensions linked to perception and behavior (17).
Contact info: Ran Liu - rliu361@gatech.edu, Eva L. Dyer - evadyer@gatech.edu. Code and datasets:
http://nerdslab.github.io/SwapVAE/
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However, without labels or additional inputs to guide the network, learning representations that
appropriately disentangle different sources of variability is still a major challenge (18; 19).
Here, we develop a novel unsupervised approach for disentangling neural activity called Swap-VAE.
Our approach is loosely inspired by methods used in computer vision that aim to decompose images
into their content and style (20; 21; 22; 23; 24): the representation of the content should give us the
abstract “gist” of the image (what it is), and the style components are needed to create a realistic
image (or, equivalently, they capture the variation in images with the same content). To map this
idea onto the decomposition of brain states, we consider the execution of movements and their
representation within the the brain (Figure 1, Right). The content in this case may be knowing where
to go (target location) and the style would be the exact execution of the movement (the movement
dynamic). We ask whether the neural representation of movement can be disentangled in a similar
manner.
To identify the content within our neural recording, we use a self-supervised approach: we apply a
variety of transformations to the input data (observed firing rates) in an effort to learn the consistent
“truth” that persists despite manipulation. These transformed (or augmented) views are created by
dropping out neurons and jittering samples in time, which intuitively should lead the network to a
representation that maintains both temporal consistency and invariance to the specific neurons used
to represent the neural state. In addition to this instance-specific alignment loss, we also encourage
the network to reconstruct the original inputs using a regularized variational autoencoder (beta-VAE)
(25; 26) that has access to both the content variables and another set of variables in the model that
encodes the style. We show that through combining our proposed self-supervised alignment loss with
a generative model, we can learn representations that disentangle latent factors underlying neural
population activity.
We apply our method to synthetic data and publicly available non-human primate (NHP) reaching
datasets from two different individuals (27). To quantify how effectively our method disentangles
these datasets, we propose several general-purpose measures of representation quality, which characterize the extent to which variation in content and style is isolated into the two different spaces.
We show that by using our approach, we can effectively disentangle the behavior and dynamics of
movement without any labels. Our model thus strikes a nice balance between both view-invariant
representation and generation.
Our specific contributions are as follows:
• In Section 3, we propose a generative method, Swap-VAE, that can both (i) learn a representation of neural activities that reveal meaningful and interpretable latent factors and (ii)
generate realistic neural activities.
• To further encourage disentanglement, we introduce a novel latent space augmentation
called BlockSwap (Section 3.3), where we swap the content variables between two views
and ask the network to predict the original view from the content of a different view.
• In Section 3.4, we introduce metrics to quantify the disentanglement of our representations
of behavior and apply them to neural datasets from different non-human primates (Section 4)
to gain insights into the link between neural activity and behavior.

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Variational autoencoders and their application in neural data analysis
Variational auto-encoders (VAEs) (28) are a popular deep generative learning framework used
to generate and denoise data. Let x and z denote the data and the latent variables, respectively,
where z = qφ (x) is the latent representation extracted from x by the encoder qφ . The usual
objective of probabilistic
generative models is to maximize the log evidence of the observed data
R
maxθ log pθ (x) = pθ (x|z)p(z) based on the parameterized model pθ (called the decoder). VAEs
and their variants instead optimize a tractable lower bound on the original objective, which is also
well-known as the evidence lower bound (ELBO) in variational Bayesian inference (29),
log pθ (x) ≥ Ez∼qφ (z|x) [pθ (x|z)] − βDKL (qφ (z|x)||p(z)) =: LVAE
θ,φ ,

(1)

where the encoder qφ is trained to approximate the Bayes posterior pθ (z|x), p(z) is the prior over
the latent variables, DKL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence, and β ≥ 1 is a trade-off parameter.
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Figure 1: Overview of approach. The model’s latent variables are partitioned into two parts: a content space
and a style space. Different views of a current brain state (activity of many neurons at an instance in time) are
generated by dropping out neurons and selecting samples that are close in time. Next, an instance-specific loss is
applied to the content representations of augmented views of a brain state to encourage alignment, while views
are reconstructed at the output of the decoder using both parts of the latent space. To further enhance alignment
in the content space, we introduce BlockSwap: two augmented views are projected through the encoder and in
their representations in the content space are swapped before being passed through the decoder. To the right, we
show an example of applying this approach to disentangle the neural representation of movement, where a reach
to a target can be decomposed into the direction of the movement and its underlying dynamic.

Specifically, the standard VAE is obtained when setting to β = 1, while β > 1 corresponds to the
beta-VAE (25). A larger value of β imposes implicit regularization on the posterior of latent variables
to align with the prior, which empirically induces more disentanglement and thus interpretability in
the learned representations (26; 30; 31).
Recently, a number of generative modeling techniques based upon VAE have been applied to neural
data. LFADS and more recent extensions of this model (11; 9), use a sequential VAE (32; 33) to
estimate neural population dynamics and show that this model can faithfully reconstruct single trial
firing rates. More recently, pi-VAE (7) was proposed to learn representations of neural activity
using a simple MLP encoder to capture information in each neural state vector (firing rate of d
neurons) independently. They show that, even with a simplified architecture that treats each sample
independently, it is possible to learn an identifiable model that can directly link behaviors to neural
responses. In our work, we also use a MLP encoder similar as (7), where we do not explicitly
incorporate temporal structure into our architecture. Instead, we ask the model to disentangle the
content (target) from the dynamics without regularization from a more complex architecture.

2.2 Instance-specific alignment and self-supervision
Recent self-supervised learning (SSL) methods have made impressive advances, now rivaling (or
in some cases surpassing) supervised methods (34; 35; 36; 37). To build representations, these
approaches aim to maximize the similarity across multiple augmented “views” of the same sample (positive examples) (38; 39; 36). Thus, instead of providing labels to regularize the latent
representations, we instead supply augmented versions of the same example and align their latent
representations. Intuitively, by aligning the instance-specific views where the semantic content
is preserved, the network will learn meaningful representations, which can then be used to solve
downstream tasks (40).
Building on these successes, (12) recently showed how instance-specific alignment (using only
positive examples) can be applied to multi-neuron recordings. This work shows that by combining
simple augmentations, including: dropout, temporal shift (selecting nearby points in time), and
additive noise, with a dual network, it is possible to learn representations that are useful for decoding
behavior. In this work, we further show that coupling this type of alignment approach with a generative
model, we can build networks that achieve both good approximation quality and disentanglement,
all without the need for a dual (online/target) network . This greatly simplifies our architecture and
optimization approach.
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3 Methods
In this section, we introduce our self-supervised approach for generative modeling of neural data.
A PyTorch (41) implementation and demos are provided here: https://nerdslab.github.io/
SwapVAE/.
3.1 Model for neural datasets
Throughout, we consider collections of d neurons that have been spike sorted and binned to compute
an estimate of the firing rate of all neurons at N distinct time points (bins). This results in an input
vector si ∈ Rd as an observation at each time point. Let D = {s1 , . . . , sN } denote the neural state
vectors generated by this binning process. Let k denote the dimension of the latent space.
3.2 Unifying instance-specific alignment and generative modeling
As we describe in the introduction, our aim is to build a decomposable picture of brain states. To do
this, we will leverage the principles of self-supervision to build a view-invariant representation and
use this as the building block for our generative modeling approach.
Our goal is to learn two functions, an encoder f : Rd → Rk and decoder g : Rk → Rd . Let
x1 = t1 (s) and x2 = t2 (s) denote the views generated after applying two random transformations
t1 , t2 ∼ T to a sample s from our dataset D. Let z1 = f (x1 ), z2 = f (x2 ) denote the representations
of both views in the network. To decouple the factors of our latent representations, we divide the
(c) (s)
(c) (s)
(c)
(s)
latent space into two parts, z1 = [z1 , z1 ] and z2 = [z2 , z2 ], with z1 and z1 modeling the
b1 = g(z1 ) and x
b2 = g(z2 ) are the
behaviour styles and intrinsic neural contents, respectively. x
reconstructions of both views obtained after passing them through the decoder.
To encourage alignment of the views through the encoder while also solving our generative modeling
objective, we propose the following loss:
X
X
(s)
(s)
(c) (c)
min
Lrec (xi , g(zi )) +β
DKL (zi k zi,prior ) +α Lalign (z1 , z2 ) ,
f,g
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
(2)
{z
}
i=1,2
i=1,2 |
Reconstruction loss

Regularization - style space

Alignment - content space

where the alignment loss Lalign encourages two views to be close (here we used a normalized
L2-distance), α and β are hyperparameters that determine the tradeoff between alignment and
reconstruction, and the KL divergence terms measure the deviation between the style latent variables
(s)
and the prior zi,prior which we set to be the isotropic Gaussian N (0, I). In our experiments on neural
datasets, we choose the reconstruction loss Lrec to be the Poisson loss (11; 42). Further details on the
method and our implementation is provided in Appendix A.
3.3 BlockSwap: A novel latent space augmentation for disentanglement
To further improve disentanglement in our model, we propose the following novel latent space
augmentation, which basically swaps the content information (block of variables) between two
augmented views while keeping their style constant. We refer to this latent augmentation as BlockSwap
as it holds one part of the representation consistent and then swaps a different subset of latent variables
(c) (s)
between two augmentations. Specifically, after generating the representations z1 = [z1 , z1 ] and
(c) (s)
(c) (s)
z2 = [z2 , z2 ] for each view, we also generate their content-swapped versions e
z1 = [z2 , z1 ] and
(c) (s)
e
z2 = [z1 , z2 ]. To encourage disentanglement, we propose to replace the previous reconstruction
term by adding the loss over the swapped representations:
X
Lswap
Lrec (xi , g(e
zi )) + Lrec (xi , g(zi )) .
rec =
(3)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
i=1,2

Swapped content

Original

When we use this loss, we can also consider removing the alignment term in Equation 2 and simply
couple this reconstruction loss with the regularization KL term on the style space (see Section 4.3). In
practice, the reparameterization trick is performed before the swapping of content and style variables.
4
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3.4 Representational quality and disentanglement metrics
Knowing when we have a good latent space that captures the underlying factors of interest is, in
general, very challenging (18; 43; 44). In neuroscience this is certainly true. In this work, we will
consider two main measures of representation quality and disentanglement to guide our investigation.
Multi-task disentanglement score. To confirm that our method effectively disentangles the represented behavior of neural signals from the dynamics, we need to measure the extent to which
latent variables respond to one or the other with specificity. In other words, it should be possible to
divide the latent variables into behavior-encoding and dynamic-encoding sets, so that the value of a
variable in one of the two sets only changes significantly when the associated parameter (i.e. reaching
direction or dynamics) is changed. Concretely, let z denote the latent representation, and yc , ys are
discrete variables that encode the reaching direction and dynamics, respectively. Computing the
covariance score for a particular latent variable zi consists of three steps:
1. Compute the variance when changing yc with fixed ys , and average over values of ys .
2. Compute the variance when changing ys with fixed yc , and average over values of yc .
3. Compute the absolute difference of the two variances. This is the score for zi .
Intuitively, if the score is large, then zi changes more dramatically in response to one parameter than
the other, so it displays specificity, while if it is low then the amount that zi changes is nearly the
same. Averaging across all latent variables after normalization gives a final score, which provides a
measure of how disentangled the entire representation is.
Linear readout from representation layer. To further quantify the representation quality and
stability of representations in downstream decoding, we use a linear readout strategy employed
frequently in self-supervised learning approaches (34; 36). In particular, we will train the model on
our training dataset, freeze the weights in the network, and then train a linear layer to decode the reach
directions from the output of the encoder. However, because we are also interested in disentanglement,
we will consider the prediction of two different class labels from either the full, content, or style
factors in the network. When decoding either reach directions yc or temporal structure ys , we will
retrain the linear weights but keep the representation fixed.
Similar to (12), we have two scores, acc and delta-acc, for the linear decoding accuracy on reach
direction. Consider the reaching task as a regression over a circle with a total of l discrete labels, we
count the decoded angle that falls within [(2i − 1)π/l, (2i + 1)π/l] as the correct classification in
acc, and that falls within [(2i − 1.5)π/l, (2i + 1.5)π/l] as the correct classification in delta-acc. The
two scores both provide a measure of the representation quality in terms of the precision of reach
direction decoding.

4 Experiments
The usefulness of this method depends on its ability to decompose neural data into meaningful latent
factors. To quantify this, we devised experiments to reveal three desirable properties:
1. Performance on downstream classification tasks (linear separability of the representations).
2. Faithfulness of the latent space structure to the ground-truth structure of the task.
3. Separability of the content and style components across the respective latent subspaces.
4.1 Synthetic experiments
We first trained and evaluated our model on an artificially generated data that was designed resemble
our neural datasets of interest. The data is generated and the experiments are designed following the
approach used in (45; 7).
Synthetic reaching dataset. We generated latent variables from a 2-dimensional independent Gaussian distribution with its mean being (5 sin u, 5 cos u) and variance being (0.6 −
(i+1)×π
0.3| sin u|, 0.3| sin u|), where the u is uniformly sampled from 4 clusters [ i×π
], i ∈
4 ,
4
{0, 2, 4, 6}. For each sequence, we randomly sampled l = 4 data points within each cluster and rank
them in a clockwise manner to form a sequence to capture dynamics within each behavior in the
latent space (as shown in Figure 2 on the left). The formed sequences were fed to a RealNVP network
(46) to generate 100-dimensional Poisson observations of the firing rates. The generated synthetic
5
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Figure 2: Synthetic Experiments. On the left, we show the ground truth latent space and their dynamics, from
which the firing rate is generated in a clockwise manner. To the right, we show the results of our model, a
beta-VAE, and a supervised model. Our model recovers both the discrete classes and the sequential structure
present within this synthetic dataset.
firing rates are shuffled and split into 80% training set and 20% test set. The ground truth latent
distributions and the generated results are shown in Figure 2. Ideally, we want the model to learn
both the discrete groups/clusters yc , and also learn the dynamics of the sequence that is implicitly
encoded via the RealNVP network.
Results on synthetic datasets. To study into the representational power of our approach, we
applied our model, the beta-VAE, and a supervised decoder (trained to predict yc ) to synthetic
datasets. All models have the same backbone with a latent space of 32-dim, while our model has
a content space of 16-dim and a style space of 16-dim. All models are trained on the training set
for 100,000 iterations, with Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0005 (further details on model
selection and hyperparameter optimization in Appendix A). When we examined the representations
formed by each of these models, we found that Swap-VAE was very effective at both preserving the
sequence dynamics (as highlighted by the connection between class centroids) as well as separating
the different target classes (Figure 2). From the figure, we can see that while the beta-VAE successfully
separated different clusters, the dynamics are barely encoded (the black line), while the elongated
distribution formed by our model more accurately reflected the true distribution of each component,
regardless of the noise. Using the metrics described in Section (3.4), we further confirmed that our
model provides good disentanglement, producing a multi-task disentanglement score of 0.93. The
corresponding score for the beta-VAE and supervised model were 0.46 and 0.12, respectively.
4.2 Experiments on neural datasets
After testing the model on synthetic datasets, we applied our model to datasets collected from the
primary motor cortex of non-human primates performing a reaching task with two different settings.
Datasets from these same individuals have been used in recent studies of deep representation learning
(12) and interpretable generative modeling (7).
Motor cortex reaching datasets. We use reaching as a simplified laboratory task to test our
hypothesis that the what and how of movements could be disentangled. We consider spike sorted
datasets from two rhesus macaques, Chewie and Mihi, both trained to perform a reaching task towards
one of eight different directions after a cue. The reaching task has two different settings: Chewie
performs the reaching task immediately after seeing the target on the screen (no waiting), while Mihi
performs the reaching task with a waiting period of time (between 500-1500 ms) after receiving
an auditory ’Go’ cue. While carrying out these movement tasks, neural activities in primary motor
cortex (M1) were recorded of both individuals. In these examples, the activity of a population of
roughly one hundred single neurons was binned into 100ms intervals to generate approximately 1.3k
data points per dataset. For each direction, there are multiple trials/repeats. For each trial, the first
9 binned time points are selected for temporal decoding. For each individual, two days of neural
recordings are considered, where different groups of neurons are recorded on different days.
Experimental setup. In our model, we apply a combination of two augmentations: (i) spatial
augmentations, where we randomly dropout neurons from the input (with p = 0.6), and (ii) temporal
augmentations that select a nearby point in time (randomly in a window, ±5 samples from target
sample) as a positive example. All models have a 128-dim latent space, where for our model the style
6
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Figure 3: Disentangling neural representations of movement in the primate motor cortex. Along top in (A), we
show the representations formed by our model’s content and style space when compared with the beta-VAE and
a supervised network trained to decode reach direction. All of the visualizations are obtained after embedding
the representations into 2D using tSNE. Below, we decompose the content and style space further by averaging
over all trials towards a specific reach and visualizing their trial-averaged trajectory for Chewie (Day 1) in (B)
and Mihi (Day 2) in (C). In (D), we compare the decoding accuracies over both reach direction and time for
Chewie-1 for our Full, Content, and Style spaces, the beta-VAE, and supervised decoders trained on either task
(see legend in E). In (E), we show the results of our disentanglement score on all four reaching datasets. In
this case, we compare the disentanglement over all of our latent space (Full) with the beta-VAE and supervised
model trained on reach direction.

and content space are both 64-dim. All models are trained using one Nvidia Titan RTX GPU for
200 epochs with the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0005 (Further details can be found
in Appendix A). With d as the total number of neurons, all generative models have an encoder
and a symmetric decoder, where the encoder has three linear layers with size [d, 128, 128], batch
normalization, and the ReLU activation. All discriminative models have an encoder of 4 linear layers
with size [d, 128, 128, 128], which was determined to be a more optimal encoder architecture for
discriminative models after extensive hyperparameter optimization. In our experiments, we split the
dataset into 80% for train and 20% for test.
Investigating disentanglement in neural representations of movement. After training our
model, we examined the latent space structure by applying tSNE (47) to the Full space (considering
both Content and Style jointly), as well as the Content and Style spaces individually (see Figure 3 for
Chewie-1, Mihi-2 and Appendix B.1 for visualizations of the remaining datasets). When compared
with a beta-VAE and Supervised decoder trained on the reach direction task, we observe that the
Content space in our model and the beta-VAE have similar overall structure, with our model providing
further separability and preservation of the task structure (circular positioning of targets). The Style
space provides a good embedding of the entire dataset along an axis where reach direction has been
collapse but time is nicely organized. These results suggested that our model is good at separating
semantic structure without any labels while also preserving the overall structure of the behavior.
To understand how much information our model has about the two different downstream tasks,
we examined the decoding accuracies in our reach and temporal decoding tasks on Chewie-1. We
examined the Full, Content, and Style spaces for our model on both tasks, and compared with
7
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Table 1: Accuracy (in %) for reach direction classification on neural datasets.
Supervised pi-VAE beta-VAE BYOL MYOW
acc
63.29
65.63
63.73
63.80
70.41
Chewie-1
delta-acc
77.22
82.62
81.36
81.90
86.24
acc
72.29
60.60
58.07
57.17
60.95
Chewie-2
delta-acc
81.51
74.64
80.79
77.36
81.36
acc
63.64
62.44
59.06
59.50
70.48
Mihi-1
delta-acc
79.02
77.12
75.04
79.78
83.24
acc
61.49
63.26
58.95
60.82
64.35
Mihi-2
delta-acc
68.44
77.58
76.76
78.30
80.58

Ours
73.44
85.38
66.06
82.26
65.15
81.16
67.78
84.05

beta-VAE and supervised models trained on two tasks as the upper bounds. These measures provided
further evidence of disentanglement as our Content spaces provide good decoding accuracies on reach
decoding while the Style space has little predictive power over reach direction (as anticipated). The
reverse is true for the temporal decoding in the Content space. These results are promising indicators
that disentanglement is indeed possible with our approach and that these decoding measures capture
what we observe in our visualization.
We next measured the multi-task disentanglement scores across all four datasets. When examining
the separability of our latent space across the two individuals, we found that the disentanglement
(i.e., separation between the reach direction and the dynamics of the movement) for Chewie is on
average lower than the Mihi in both cases; this observation may be interesting given the fact that
Mihi needs to wait before making a reach and has to delay their movement at the beginning. While
the results of this analysis need to be studied further, this result provides initial evidence that our
unsupervised method for disentanglement provides a useful lens into the distinction between the
neural representation of these two different movement tasks.
Stability of representations as measured through linear readouts. Next, we conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the decoding of the reach direction and the dynamics. In this case, we
compared our model with a supervised decoder trained on either task, a supervised and an unsupervied
disentanglement generative model (pi-VAE (7) and beta-VAE (25; 26)), and two self-supervised
methods for general representation learning (BYOL (48), MYOW (12)). As the pi-VAE provides a
state-of-the-art supervised baseline for disentangled generative modeling that has been applied on
these same tasks (in fact from the same individual at different points in time), we consider these models to be a comprehensive collection of competitors for our tasks of interest. A table of comparison on
target decoding is shown in Table 1, the comparison on temporal decoding is shown in Appendix B.2.
Through our analysis of decoding reach direction, we have interesting findings as follows. First, we
find that our model is competitive with MYOW on the decoding task and outperforms this approach
on a subset of the datasets. Both approaches outperform supervised decoders due to their strong
regularization from augmentations. The power of our model shines in our ability to also decode the
temporal structure from the data, through the use of a novel generative backbone with SSL.
Testing the generative quality of the model. A key component of Swap-VAE is the integration
of SSL with a generative modeling framework. Thus, we needed to test how well our model could
generate neural activity. As shown in Figure 4, the direct reconstruction of the neuron firing rate is
realistic in terms of both the class-conditioned firing rates, and the dynamics of individual neuron’s
firing rates. When we analyzed the RMSE of the fitted rate for all neurons in our model against those
from a VAE, we found our model has a lower error and could reconstruct data more faithfully than
the VAE. We obtain a good denoised estimate of neural activity that is more indicative of the aspects
of neural responses that are stable and related to the movement tasks (rather than noise).
To further demonstrate that our generated neuron activities are useful for downstream tasks, we
use our trained model to generate new samples and mix them with original training samples when
training a supervised classifier. All supervised models are trained for 400 epochs, with the same model
settings as mentioned in experimental setup. We tested on one dataset from each individual (Chewie-1,
Mihi-2) and computed the improvement in accuracy as we increase the number of generated samples
included in the training set (50%, 100%, 200%). In all cases, we found some improvement in the
accuracy of the model, with roughly 5% and 3.5% gains over the supervised baseline in Chewie and
8
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Table 2: Model ablations. Accuracy (in %) of different variants of our proposed model.
no L2 swap-only no-swap vanilla-VAE S-Aug T-Aug
Ours
acc
71.63
68.36
63.17
63.79
66.77
71.15
73.44
delta-acc
85.62
83.02
83.20
79.10
81.03
83.34
85.38

Mihi, respectively. We note that the supervised models trained with generated samples still does not
surpass the Swap-VAE (Details in Appendix C).
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Figure 4: Testing Swap-VAE’s ability to reconstruct and generate new neural activity. Reconstruction of the
firing rates from example neurons over time (A) and across different reaching directions in (B). We further
validate the reconstruction accuracy of our model by comparing the RMSE obtained with our model (x-axis) vs.
the RMSE for the VAE (y-axis) for different reaching directions (C) and over time (D). (E) shows a sketch of
how we generate virtual samples (green) and use them to train a supervised classifier (orange). (F) highlights
the improvement in classification accuracy as we increase the amount of generated data fed into a supervised
decoder (left, Chewie-1; right, Mihi-2.

4.3 Model ablations: Testing our BlockSwap augmentation
Next, we studied different variants of the proposed loss functions in Equations (2) and (3) and
how different data augmentation operations impact decoding accuracy. The results are reported in
Table 2. Specifically, we test our model performance in three cases: (i) when removing the alignment
term in Eq. 2 but including the BlockSwap (no L2), (ii) when removing the alignment term and the
original reconstruction term (Swap-only), and (iii) when keeping the alignment loss and the original
reconstruction term but removing the BlockSwap augmentation (No-Swap). We also report the results
obtained with a vanilla-VAE. Ablations of different dimensions of the content and style space are
included in Appendix D.
In our experiments, we find that almost all of the variants of our decomposed loss functions performs
better than a vanilla VAE or a beta-VAE. Adding the BlockSwap loss term improves performance
overall, with our highest decoding accuracies being obtained with this model. When we use the content
swapping technique, we can remove the L2 alignment loss with minimal change in performance, but
it in general, including this alignment terms provides an additional parameter to give more flexible
control. This shows that our proposed model is stable and that our proposed swapping loss provides a
strong boost in performance.
We tested the spatial-only (S-Aug) and temporal-only (T-Aug) conditions separately in Table 2. In
this case, we can see that they all perform reasonably well, although they are both worse than our final
model where we combine both spatial and temporal augmentations. As we know, the selection of the
data augmentations is critical for the performance of a representation learning model (34; 49; 50). Our
model needs even fewer data augmentation operations than MYOW to achieve a good performance,
highlighting the power of our approach.
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5 Conclusion
This paper introduces a new self-supervised approach, Swap-VAE, for generative modeling of neural
activity. Our proposed method leverages a self-supervised alignment strategy to decompose neural
activity to give insights into the relationship between neural activity and animal behavior.
Our analysis of neural activity patterns across two different individuals revealed interesting outcomes.
We found that the disentanglement in Mihi was more pronounced than Chewie, both in terms of
their decoding accuracies across the content and style spaces and multi-task covariance scores. As
we point out in Section 4.2, Chewie and Mihi were trained to make reaches differently: with Mihi
being forced to wait and receive an auditory cue before being able to make a movement. In this case,
we find that the reach direction and movement are also more decoupled and in Chewie, where the
cue is given and they do not wait, both pieces of information are more entangled. We find that our
multi-task covariance score can reveal these differences across generative and discriminative models.
Currently, we only use simple augmentations of neural states like dropout and local temporal shifts.
However, other works like (12) use a nearest-neighbor approach to link brain states that are temporally
nonlocal or may span different trials. Through combining our approach with this nonlocal view
mining strategy, we may be able to build even further invariance into our model’s content space.
Combining our SSL-backed approach with a sequential encoder is another exciting line of future
research that can further help to extract latent structure over longer timescales.
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